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ABSTRACT

The three-dimensional (3D) integration enables stacking large
memory on top of chip-multi-processors (CMPs). Compared
to the 2D case, the extra dimension and high bandwidth pro-
vide more options for the design of on-chip memory such as
L2 caches. In this work, we study the design of 3D stacked
set-associative L2 caches through managing the placement
of cache ways. The evaluation results show that the place-
ment has an impact on the performance. In addition, we
propose a technique of shadow tag to dynamically adjust
the working size of the 3D cache in order to save power and
reduce the peak temperature. Evaluation results show that
the proposed inter-layer core-based-distribution placement
of 3D cache ways is the best design option, when both the
performance and thermal management are considered.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

B.3 [Memory Structures]: Design Styles

General Terms

Performance, Management
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1. INTRODUCTION
The diminishing returns from increasing clock frequency

and exploiting instruction level parallelism in a single proces-
sor have led to the advent of Chip Multiprocessors (CMPs) [4].
The integration of multiple cores on a single chip is ex-
pected to accentuate the already daunting “memory wall”
problem [3]. The three-dimensional (3D) integration tech-
nology [11] provides an opportunity to stack large memory
directly on top of logic cores, which could help alleviate the
memory bandwidth challenges in CMPs. Recently, there has
been active research on stacking caches on top of processor
cores [8], which shows that 3D stacking technology increases
the bandwidth while reducing the access latency.

Normally in prior research about 3D caches, one 3D cache
architecture is employed, and the optimization is discussed
based on it. However, the design space of the 3D cache archi-
tecture is not fully explored to show the impact of different
design patterns. In fact, the extra dimension provided by the
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3D technology complicates the design space of caches. Espe-
cially for CMPs, the design of a high performance 3D cache
is different from the 2D case for at least two reasons: (1)
the increased bandwidth between logic processing cores and
caches accentuate the design and management of caches in
order to make caches achieve better performance. (2) mul-
tiple cache layers and the fast inter-layer latency provide
more flexible options for the cache design. In addition, 3D
integrtion may cause high power density. The design and
management of 3D caches should facilitate thermal control
techniques, in order to reduce the peak temperature effi-
ciently.

In this work, we explore the design space of shared 3D
stacking L2 caches based on the network-on-chip (NoC) struc-
ture. Several different cache designs are presented and stud-
ied through managing the cache ways placements. The con-
tributions of this paper are listed as follows,

• Our study shows that the cache way placement has an im-
pact on the performance and efficiency of thermal control.

• A technique named shadow tags is proposed to facilitate
thermal management in the 3D cache architecture.

• Among all proposed placements of 3D cache ways, the
experimental results show that the core-based-distribution
placement results in the best performance. When we con-
sider both the performance and thermal management, the
inter-layer core-based-distribution is the best design.

2. PRELIMINARIES
As cache sizes increase, the wire delay has made Non-

Uniform Cache Architectures (NUCA)[7] more attractive
than ones with uniform access latency. In a NUCA L2 cache,
instead of a large uniform monolithic cache, the L2 space
is divided into multiple banks, which have different access
latencies according to their locations relative to a core. Ex-
tending the cache simulator CACTI 6.0 [10], we developed
a NoC-based 3D NUCA cache model that incorporated fea-
tures of 3D integration technology. The key concept is to use
NoC routers for communications within a 2D layer, while us-
ing a special through-silicon-bus (TSB) to communicate in
the vertical direction between layers[8].

Processing cores and L2 caches are placed in separate lay-
ers. Processing cores are located in bottom layer close to the
heat sink (not drawn). In each core, there is a cache con-
troller connected to a through-silicon-bus (TSB) from which
data is moved through layers between processing cores and
caches. The TSBs are implemented with TSVs. The latency
of traversing on a TSB through several layers is negligible
compared to that between two NoC routers in 2D [9]. With
these buses, the processing cores can have the same access
latency to banks in the same location of different layers.
There are several cache banks in each layer which are con-
nected with NOC routers. For the communication between
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Four cores, 3GHz, 6W/core

Issue Width per core = 1 (in order)

L1 (private I/D), 16+16KB, 2-way, 64B, 2cycle

L2 (shared), 4MB, 16-way, 64B, Leak.: 0.48W/bank (318K)

Main Memory: 4GB, 300-cycle latency

Number of cache layers = 2 (2MB/layer)

Number of TSB = 4

Hop latency: TSB, V hop and H hop = 1 cycle

Router Latency = 2 cycle

Table 1: Configuration parameters

memory and cores, we provide one TSB for each core to
benefit from the high band-width advantage of 3D stacking.

In this work, we use a 4-core processor, the area of which
is about 50mm2. The areas of SRAM caches banks are ob-
tained from the NUCA cache model. Therefore, there is
a 2MB cache in each layer, which is divided into 16 cache
banks. It takes four cycles to access each cache bank. Other
configurations are detailed in Table 1. We use Simics [5] tool
set for performance simulations. Several benchmarks from
different suites are used in this work. There are some multi-
threaded benchmarks and one multi-programmed workloads (named
as mix). These benchmarks have different transaction inten-
sities to the L2 caches. In order to evaluate temperatures,
we use the tool Hotspot 4.1 [1].

3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we introduce several placements of cache

ways and corresponding management policies. The impact
of cache-way placement on performance is analyzed.

3.1 Baseline Placement
The baseline cache design is shown in Figure 1. The 16

ways of one address index are placed in the same cache bank.
One access requirement is delivered to a single cache bank,
and the 16 ways are accessed together. The data is stored
in a fixed cache bank based on its memory address. Then, it
takes a fixed latency for a core to access all 16 cache ways.

Placing all cache ways of a cache index in one cache bank
could cause inefficient cache accesses. As shown in Figure 1,
the cache indexes in bank 0 are the “farthest” ones from
core 3; those in bank 15 are the “farthest” ones from core 0.
Assume core 3 has frequent accesses to cache lines in cache
bank 0, and core 0 accesses frequently to data in cache bank
15. It takes the longest latency for these two cores to access
the two cache banks. It is obvious that the performance will
be improved if the placement of accessed cache lines in two
banks could be exchanged. Since the cache access patterns
of a core could be different when the processor runs different
applications, it is impossible to find a optimized placement.

3.2 Distributed Placement
We introduce distributed placements to alleviate ineffi-

cient cache accesses in the baseline placement. One method
is to distribute all 16 ways throughout a cache layer. There
is one cache way located in each bank for each cache in-
dex, as shown in Figure 2(a). This method of placement is
called uniform-distribution in this paper. With this place-
ment, there are several ways of each cache index that are
close to each core. In the best case, it takes one hop for a
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Figure 1: The baseline cache design.
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Figure 2: Two distributed placements: (a)uniform-
distribution,(b) core-based-distribution.

core to access any cache index. For each core, it is possible
to place the frequently accessed data to the closet bank no
matter to which cache index the data is mapped to. The
replacement policy should be modified to store data in the
bank close to the accessing core. For example, assume the
cache way 0 and way 11 in Figure 2(a) are both empty when
the lower-right core needs to load some data into this cache
index. The data should be stored in the cache way 11 in
order to keep data close to the accessing core.

The uniform-distribution needs to broadcast an access re-
quest to all 16 cache banks. It may aggravate the congestion
of network, especially for applications with intensive accesses
to the L2 cache. Therefore, we propose the second method of
distributed named core-based-distribution, as shown in Fig-
ure 2(b). Each cache layer is equally divided into four zones.
The number of zones equals to the number of cores. In our
configurations, there are four cache banks in each zone. In
this method, the 16 cache ways are divided into four parts,
and the four ways of each part are located to one bank in-
side each zone. For example, in Figure 2(b), the cache-ways
0 − 3 of a cache index are located in the zone 0. For each
cache index, there are still some cache ways close to each
core. Since the request is sent to four cache banks instead
of 16 banks, the congestion problem in uniform-distribution
is alleviated.

Similar to prior approaches [7] [8], our strategy attempts
to migrate data towards the accessing core. The purpose is
to move data to the way of cache line that is closest to the
accessing core. The condition of invoking the data migration
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depends on the design of each cache. In our 3D L2 cache
architecture, a data migration happens when a core accesses
to a way of cache line that is not closest to it. The data
migration could be applied to both the uniform-distribution
the core-based cache distribution. Note that there is no data
migration in the baseline placement.

3.3 Inter-layer Placement
The cache-way placements described so far are all intra-

layer methods. It means that all cache ways of a cache index
are located in the same cache layer. As we addressed before,
the multi-layers of 3D caches provide more design options
for the placement of cache ways. In our 3D architecture, the
cache access signal on a TSB can arrive at all cache layers
within the same number of cycles. It means that, for cache
designs described above, if we can fold each cache bank and
place each half separately in two cache layers, the access
latency from any core to each cache line remains the same.
Although the access latency to a single cache line is not
changed, the 16 ways are now located in eight cache banks
instead of four banks. Note that accessing data of with inter-
layer placements of cache ways will induce the broadcast of
a request in multiple cache layers.

3.4 Experimental Results
The IPC numbers of running different benchmarks on the

CMPs using different cache designs are compared in Fig-
ure 3. All results are normalized by those of using the base-
line cache design. The methods without data migrations are
called static ones, and the others are called dynamic ones.

The static distributed cache designs cannot improve the
performance because it cannot promise that the data is stored
close to the accessing core. In Figure 3, the performance
of running benchmarks grid, swim and wupwise is greatly
degraded with static distributed placements. It is because
the three benchmarks have high access intensities to caches.
Therefore, the overhead induced by broadcast is severe. For
the same reason, the core-based method performs better
than the uniform one. Note that the performance of running
benchmark mix is improved by using the static core-based
distribution, although this benchmark has intensive cache
accesses. It is because the mix benchmark is composed of
several single-thread applications, in which the data sharing
among cores is rare. There is a higher probability that the
data is stored close to the accessing core.

Figure 3 also shows the results of using the data migration
technique. The performance is significantly improved after
the data migration mechanism is employed in distributed
caches. With the data migration, using intra-layer core-
based-distribution achieves the best performance. The per-
formance is almost kept the same when it is changed to the
inter-layer mode. It means that the extra congestion induced
in other layers is trivial. However, using the intra-layer mode
or the inter-layer mode has an impact on the thermal man-
agement of the 3D architecture. This is introduced in the
next section.

4. THERMAL CONTROL
In this work, we choose the selective-working method [2]

for the thermal control. The selective-working method pro-
vides the ability to shut down or slow down a subset of
caches during periods of modest cache activities to reduce
power [2] [6]. In the 3D cache architecture, the capacity of
L2 caches increases with the number of cache layers. The
capacity of the whole cache may fit a working set which is

1 SELECT BANK (){
2 mc = current miss rate

3 for each working banki

4 turn off shadow tags of banki

5 after sampling period t

6 mg = miss rate after gating banki

7 if( (mg − mc < threshold)
8 shut down banki

9 else turn on shadow tags of banki

10 for each gated bankj

11 turn on shadow tags of bankj

12 after sampling period t

13 mo = miss rate after enabling bankj

14 if( (mc − mo > threshold)
15 enable bankj

16 else turn off shadow tags of bankj

17}

Figure 4: The pseudo code of managing cache banks.

much larger than the average case. It is feasible to apply
such selective method to the 3D cache.

For our 3D cache, we control the cache in the granularity
of cache bank. Since cache banks are managed individually
and only communicated through routers, gating one bank
power-off will not harm the others. Although it is possible
to manipulate individual cache line inside a cache bank, the
overhead is much higher and the design complexity is greatly
increased. Furthermore, the temperature is related to the
power density. Gating a single cache line of thousands will
not change the power density much, which is not efficient.

4.1 Shadow Tags
When we apply the selective-working method, the goal is

to shut down(or slow down) as many cache banks as possible
without increasing the miss rate much so that performance is
kept, but power and the temperature are reduced. In order
to achieve this, we propose a technique named as shadow
tags, which can predict the run-time miss rate after using
the selective method. When the access intensity to the cache
is modest, it can predict the miss rate after gating cache
banks. Then, some cache banks are disabled if the miss rate
is not increased much. On the other hand, the shadow tag
is also aware when the working set increases. Therefore, the
disabled cache banks are enabled again.

A shadow tag is an extra set of cache tag which contains
one more state bit, compared to the normal tag. This bit
is named as gating bit to represent whether the cache line
is gated or not. With the Shadow tag, there are two sets
of tags in the cache. Whenever there is a cache access, the
request is sent to both normal and shadow tags. A counter is
needed to record the number of cache misses in shadow tags
during a period. The counter is reset to zero periodically in
order to observe the run time miss rate.

As shown in Figure 4, for each cache bank that could be
gated, the miss rate after disabling it is predicted by updat-
ing shadow tags. Then, the predicted miss rate is compared
to the current one. If the miss rate is not increased much,
the real cache bank is gated. At the same time, for each
gated cache bank, the miss rate after turning it on is also
predicted periodically so that more cache banks are enabled
with large working-set. The counter is reset to ‘0’ periodi-
cally so that the miss rate after each potential management
is predicted. The period of this work is set to 10k instruc-
tions based on experimental results of benchmarks. The
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Figure 3: Normalized IPC numbers. “S-”: static distributions; “D-”: dynamic distributions
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Figure 5: Three cases of selective-working method
(dark parts: gated cache banks).

cache bank is disabled/enabled if the predicted miss rate is
increased/decreased by less/more than 3%(threshold) of the
current one.

Simulation results from CACTI show that the area in-
creases less than 3% with the extra shadow tags. The in-
crease of total power is less than 5%. Compared to the
power saving by applying selective-method, the power over-
head can also be neglected. A 12-bit counter is large enough
to count the cache misses in the sampling period. We could
neglect the overhead induced by the counter.

4.2 Thermal Control Evaluation
The efficiency of applying selective-working technique is

related to the choice of gated cache banks. We show this
impact by comparing the peak temperatures when half cache
banks are gated in different patterns. Note that the half
cache banks are gated to simplify the illustration. Figure 5
shows three cases of gating half of cache banks. The total
power consumption saved is obviously the same for the three
cases. It can also be found that the average power density is
reduced to about half of the fully operating cache for three
cases. However, the last case should get the lowest peak
temperature, which is about 10 degrees lower than that of
the first case. It is because active cache banks are all located
to the lower cache layer which is close to the heat sink.

The design complexity of cache-index decoding may be in-
creased in order to enable the selective-working method. For
example, in the baseline cache design, cache indexes mapped
to gated cache banks need to be adjusted to working cache
banks, otherwise, these indexes are not available because all
cache ways of an index are located in the same bank. We
can find that the inter-layer core-based-distribution has the
lowest design complexity of decoding. In the inter-layer core-
based distribution, even if all cache banks in the top layer
are disabled, the lower cache layer still contains all cache
indexes. Therefore, we do not have to modify the decoding
and flush data for missing cache indexes

If we consider both the performance and thermal man-
agement, the inter-layer core-based distribution is the best
design option because of its low design complexity in ther-
mal management. Thus, we use the inter-layer core-based-

distribution placement of 3D cache ways in our experiments
of thermal management. Experimental results show that,
with shadow tags, the miss rate after applying selective-
working technique is increased by less than 3% compared to
that of using the fully operating cache. The average perfor-
mance of all benchmarks is degraded by less than 0.5%. At
the same time, the peak temperature is reduced by 7−15 de-
gree for these benchmarks. We should expect that the tem-
perature reduction could be more impressive as the number
of cache layers increases.

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we explore the design space of 3D L2 caches

through managing the placement of cache ways, in respect
of performance and the temperature. The experimental re-
sults show that the inter-layer core-based-distribution cache
design is the best choice when both the performance and
thermal control are considered. In addition, we propose the
technique of shadow tags in order to facilitate the thermal
management in 3D cache design. The experimental results
show that the temperature reduction is considerable with
trivial overhead.
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